SEALENCE S.p.A. - SB
water is the only footprint you will leave behind

SEALENCE S.P.A - S.B., headquartered in Buccinasco (MI), was founded in 2017 by William Gobbo with the objective of pursuing the design, development, production, and distribution of an innovative propulsion system for the electric marine sector, based on high-efficiency hydrojet. With its new technological solution, SEALENCE aims to revolutionize the marine industry, from recreational to transportation, by improving efficiency and performance compared to both propeller propulsion and inboard hydrojets.

SEALENCE's innovative electric jet propulsion is based on a patent, filed worldwide and already granted in more than 30 countries, written with Prof. Ernesto Benini of the University of Padua, a consultant for the world's leading aeronautical jet manufacturers and still a member of the board. The technology developed involved the study and application of innovative fluid dynamic concepts, the use of new materials, the introduction of sophisticated computational algorithms and artificial intelligence as well as advanced manufacturing systems. The SEALENCE's electric jet propulsion enables better efficiency reducing costs and significantly lowering water, noise, and Co2 pollutant emissions.

Contacts:
se@lence.info

www.sealence.it